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Abstra t
In this paper we study the use of formulations with pre eden e relation variables for the Pre eden e Constrained Asymmetri

Travelling Salesman (PCATS) problem. Contrary to previous papers, the emphasis of

this paper is on formulations involving exponential sized sets of inequalities and on the development of a
utting plane method together with polynomial routines for separating the new inequalities. Our

ompu-

tational results, taken from a set of ben hmark instan es, show that our methods improve signi antly on
most of the best previously known lower bound values.
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Introdu tion

Consider a loopless dire ted graph
The Asymmetri

(i, j) ∈ A.

ir uit (an elementary
This is the

G = (V, A)

V = {1, . . . , n}

with

and a

ost

cij

asso iated to ea h ar

Travelling Salesman (ATS) problem is to nd a minimum- ost Hamiltonian

ir uit traversing all nodes) (see [17℄). In some

ases, more

onditions are required.

ase of the ATS problem with Pre eden e Constraints (PCATS problem) where some nodes are

1, is
i ≺ j the pre eden e onstraint stating
B = {(i, j) ∈ V 2 : i ≺ j} be the so- alled pre eden e

required to be visited before other nodes. To dene the pre eden e

onstraints, an arbitrary node, say

designated to be the start and the end of the tour. We will denote by
that node

graph.

i

must be visited before node

We assume that

Hamiltonian

B

j

and we let

is transitively

ir uit su h that all pre eden e

losed.

Then the PCATS problem is to nd a minimum- ost

onstraints of

B

are satised.

The PCATS problem has many real-world appli ations, the more intuitive one

on erns delivery or

routing problems where a pi k-up has to pre ede a delivery (see [25℄ for an example).
appli ations

an be found in s heduling [2℄ or in the routing of a sta ker

However, other

rane in an automati

system (see [1℄). Note that, if we split the starting/ending node in two nodes, say
problem is equivalent to nding a minimum- ost Hamiltonian path between nodes

storage

1 and n + 1, the PCATS
1 and n + 1 satisfying the

onstraints of B . In this disguise, the problem is usually known as the Sequential Ordering (SO)
Problem. In fa t, the previously mentioned work by As heuer et al [2℄ addresses this version of the problem.
The designation Sequential Ordering (SO) Problem and viewing the problem as determining an Hamiltonian

pre eden e

path arises from a job s heduling appli ation where some jobs have to be pro essed before other ones. As
pointed out, the two versions are equivalent and an approa h proposed for one is easily adapted for the
other.
A polyhedral study of this problem on the set of natural design variables

an be found in [4℄ while [3℄

dis usses a Bran h-and-Cut algorithm based on the previous work. A dynami

programming approa h has

∗ Supported by resear h

ontra t numbers: POCTI-ISFL-1-152 and MRTN-CT-2003-504438.
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also been proposed in [5℄ for the PCATS problem. This approa h works quite well for tightly
ases but as not as well for the other

ases.

onstrained

A similar type of approa h has been proposed in [20℄ for a

generalization of the PCATS problem whi h also in ludes time window
In [11℄ and [12℄, Gouveia and Pires propose extended and

onstraints.

ompa t formulations for the ATS problem by

reating disaggregated versions of the well-known Miller-Tu ker-Zemlin formulation [19℄. The information
asso iated to the extra variables used in these formulations (the variables indi ate pre eden e relations on
pairs of nodes) is adequate for handling the pre eden e
this fa t and propose related

onstraints. Later on, Sarin et al. [24℄ make use of

ompa t formulations for the PCATS problem.

In the previous works by Gouveia and Pires [11℄, [12℄ and Sarin et al. [24℄, the emphasis was on

ompa t

formulations and on using them together with a MIP pa kage to solve the problem or to obtain lower bounds
on the value of the optimal solution. The
of exponentially sized sets of
to separate them. Our

urrent work fo us on extended formulations that use several

lasses

onstraints on the same two sets of variables and on using polynomial routines

omputational results will show that the in lusion of the new

lasses of

onstraints

leads to models with substantially stronger linear programming relaxations.
Se tion 2 starts the model presentation of the
ontains an exponential sized set of

urrent work with a formulation taken from [12℄ that

onstraints. Inequalities that

an improve on the linear programming

relaxation of this formulation will be dis ussed in Se tion 3. Se tion 3.1 dis usses inequalities (or stronger
versions of them) taken from the related Linear Ordering problem while Se tion 3.2 and 3.3 introdu e several
exponential sized sets of new

ut-like and multi ut-like inequalities.

Se tion 4 systematizes the dierent

lasses of inequalities presented in the paper and suggests ways of deriving new
Se tion 5 presents some

lasses of inequalities.

omputational results using ben hmark tests and where we evaluate the strength of

the linear programming relaxations of the proposed models.

W1 and W2 be two disjoint nonempty
δ(W1 , W2 ) the set of ar s having their tail in W1 and their head in
W2 . If W1 and
form a partition of V , then δ(W1 , W2 ) is alled the ut asso iated to W1 . If S is a set
of nodes, we will denote by E(S) the set of ar s having their tail and head in S . Given a node i, we will
denote by G \ i the graph indu ed by V \ {i}, that is G \ i = (V \ {i}, E(V \ {i})). For a set of ar s A and a
P
ve tor x indexed on the ar s of G, we let x(A) =
(i,j)∈A xij . We will denote by PL the linear programming
We

on lude this se tion by introdu ing some terminology. Let

node subsets of

V.
W2

We will denote by

relaxation of the formulation P and by F(P) its set of solutions.

2

Formulation

In this se tion we review one of the formulations presented by Gouveia and Pires [12℄ and we show that it
an be easily adapted for the PCATS problem. We also present a
set of the

omplete

hara terization of the feasible

orresponding linear programming relaxation into the spa e of the original variables.

Consider the set of variables

xij

stating whether the ar

(i, j)

belongs to a solution of the ATS problem.

Many valid formulations for the ATS problem are based on the following general s heme
Min

X

cij xij ,

(1)

(i,j)∈A

X

xij = 1

for all

j ∈ V,

(2)

xij = 1

for all

i ∈ V,

(3)

i∈V

X
j∈V

{(i, j) : i, j = 2, . . . , n; xij = 1}

do not

0 ≤ xij ≤ 1

for all

(i, j) ∈ A,

(5)

xij ∈ {0, 1}

for all

(i, j) ∈ A.

(6)

ontain subtours,

(4)

Inequalities (2), (3) and (6) dene the usual assignment relaxation of the ATS problem. Inequalities (4),
that prevent subtours not

ontaining node

1,

an be written in several ways, either by using the

xij

variables

alone or by using extra sets of variables.
The most usual way of writing su h inequalities, using the variables
inequalities that

xij

alone, is given by the

lique

an be written as follows

x(E(S)) ≤ |S| − 1,

for all

2

∅=
6 S ⊂ V \ {1}.

(7)

S

By adding assignment inequalities (3) for all nodes in

and subtra ting the result from (7), we obtain

the following equivalent form of inequalities (7), the so- alled

x(δ(S, V \ S)) ≥ 1,
As noted before,

onstraints (4)

ut inequalities

∅=
6 S ⊂ {2, . . . , n}.

for all

(8)

an also be modelled by using inequalities involving additional variables.

The reader is referred to the papers [26℄, [16℄, [22℄ and [11℄ for a review of some su h formulations and the relationship of the feasible set of the

orresponding linear programming relaxations with the linear programming

relaxations of formulations using the variables

xij

alone. In general, the main idea of using extra variables

is that the information asso iated to the new variables permits us to write
formulations with a polynomial number of variables and

ompa t formulations (that is,

onstraints) for the ATS problem. In this work we

will also fo us on formulations with an extra set of variables (as they model quite adequately the additional
pre eden e

onstraints) but we will "relax the

ondition" of fo using only on

ompa t formulations.

In [11℄ and [12℄, Gouveia and Pires introdu ed several extended formulations for the ATS problem using
j
the pre eden e relation variables vi , i, j = 2, . . . , n and i 6= j , stating whether node i is in the path from
j
1 to j . In other words, if vi = 1, then node i is before node j in the tour. Although, the fo us of these
works has been on

ompa t formulations, they have also introdu ed an exponential sized formulation that

is obtained by repla ing (4) with the following inequalities

vij + xji ≤ 1,
xij ≤
vki

vij ,

+ x(E(S)) ≤

vkj

+ |S| − 1

for

i, j = 2, . . . , n, i 6= j,

(9)

for

i, j = 2, . . . , n, i 6= j,

(10)

for all

i, j, k ∈ {2, . . . , n},

and for all
Inequalities (9) state that we

annot have, at the same time, an ar

Inequalities (10) indi ate that if an ar

(i, j)

(11)

S ∈ V \ {1, k}, i, j ∈ S.

is in the solution, then

i

(i, j)

and

j

before

must be before

j

i

in a solution.

in the solution. To

x(E(S)) = |S| − 1
x(E(S)) = |S| − 1, then the nodes in the set S must
Thus, if node p (that does not belong to S ) is in the path to
the path to any other node of S and in parti ular, to node j .

see that inequalities (11) are valid, rst, noti e that the only situation of interest is when
(otherwise the inequality is trivially valid). However, if
be linked together by an elementary path.
the node

i,

inside

S,

then node

p

is also in

Inequalities (11) are denoted by Generalized Disaggregated Desro hers and Laporte (GDDL) inequalities.
The reason for this designation is that, as pointed out in [11℄, the
together with (9), (10)

orresponding inequalities for

|S| = 2

an be seen as a disaggregation of the Desro hers and Laporte inequalities (see [8℄).

By adding to the formulation the set of equalities

vij = 1,

for all

(i, j) ∈ B,

(12)

vji

for all

(i, j) ∈ B,

(13)

= 0,

we obtain a valid formulation, denoted by PCGDDL, for the PCATS problem. To see that (12) and (13)
together with the remaining

onstraints of the model satisfy the pre eden e relations given in

B,

let us

suppose that (x̄, v̄) is an integral solution of the formulation su h that there exists a pair of nodes i and j
j
with vi = 1 (i ≺ j ) and i is not before j in the tour. If x̄ji = 1 then inequality (9) for the nodes i and j is
violated, a ontradi tion. Suppose now there is a sequen e of nodes k1 , . . . , kq , q ≥ 1, in the tour between j

{j, k1 , . . . , kq }. Note that x(E(S)) = |S| − 1. It follows that the inquality
kq
kq
j
j
(11) for the nodes j , kq and i and for the set S leads to vi ≤ vi . As vi = 1, we have vi
= 1 and, by
j
inequality (9) for nodes i and kq , we get xkq i = 0, a ontradi tion. In onsequen e, if vi = 1, then i must
be before j in the tour and the formulation PCGDDL is valid for the PCATS problem.

and

i

and let

S

be the set of nodes

Noti e that equations (12) and inequalities (9) imply that we have

xji = 0,
Clearly, the
pre eden e

(14)

lique inequalities (7) are also valid for the PCATS problem.

of inequalities, the pre eden e

We

an make use of the

y le breaking inequalities (see [4℄), that are valid for the PCATS problem

ontext of our models. Let

i = 1, . . . , m, there is at
Sm+1 = S1 ). Then the pre

su h that for ea h

and a node of

S1 , . . . , S m

(i, j) ∈ B.

onstraints in order to obtain stronger forms of these inequalities. We des ribe next one su h set

and will appear later in the

V \ {1}

for all

Si+1

(with

S1 , . . . , S m

be

m≥2

least one pre eden e
eden e

disjoint subsets of nodes of

onstraint between a node of

Si

y le breaking inequality asso iated to the sets

is
i=m
X
i=1

x(E(Si )) ≤

i=m
X
i=1

3

|Si | − m − 1.

(15)

Note that the previous inequality is stronger than the one obtained by adding the

m

lique inequalities

Si .

(7), ea h one asso iated to a dierent set

We study, next, the proje tion of PCGDDLL into the spa e of the xij variables. As observed in [12℄, by
i, j and k with the similar inequality obtained by reversing the

ombining a GDDL inequality for a triple

i and j , we obtain the lique inequality
j ≺ k are pre eden e onstraints of B .

role of nodes

i≺k

and

(7) for the set

In this paper, we show that three stronger versions of the
(9), (10) and (11) when we

k≺i

j≺k

and

are pre eden e

for all

an also be obtained from

B.

onstraints of

Then

onstraints.

vki = 1

and

vkj = 0

i, j, k ∈ {2, . . . , n}, (k, i), (j, k) ∈ B,

and for all
These inequalities are a spe ial

Consider now the

(16)

S ∈ V \ {1, k}, i, j ∈ S.

ase of the pre eden e

and with one set being a single node set, the set

We

lique inequalities

an be written as

x(E(S)) ≤ |S| − 2

B.

The same inequality is obtained if

onsider the PCATS problem and some adequate pre eden e

Suppose, for instan e, that
and the inequality

S.

y le breaking inequalities (15) with only

2

sets

{k}.

ase where we have the pre eden e

onstraint

k≺i

but neither

j≺k

nor

k≺j

is in

an rewrite (11) as

x(E(S)) ≤ vkj + |S| − 2.
By adding inequality (9) for the nodes

k

and

j

and reordering the terms, we obtain the following lifted

lique

inequality

x(E(S)) + xjk ≤ |S| − 1

for all

i, j, k ∈ {2, . . . , n}, (k, i) ∈ B,

and for all
The previous set

onsiders a pre eden e

an derive a similar
from a node in

S

lass of lifted

to a node outside

S.

j≺k

If

S ∈ V \ {1, k}, i, j ∈ S.
S

onstraint from a node outside the set

lique inequalities by
is in

B

(17)

to a node inside

onsidering, in alternative, a pre eden e
and neither

k≺i

nor

i≺k

is in

B,

we

S.

We

onstraint
an rewrite

(11) as

vki + x(E(S)) ≤ |S| − 1.
By adding inequality (10) for the nodes

k

and i, we obtain the following lifted

x(E(S)) + xki ≤ |S| − 1

for all

lique inequality

i, j, k ∈ {2, . . . , n}, (j, k) ∈ B,

and for all

(18)

S ∈ V \ {1, k}, i, j ∈ S.

Clearly, inequalities (7), (16), (17) and (18) are in luded in the proje tion of F(PCGDDLL ) on the spa e

of the

xij

variables. The next result shows that nothing else of interest is

Let us

ontained in su h a proje tion.

all SPCB the formulation given by (2), (3), (7), (16)-(18), (14), (6).

whose proof

an be found in appendix, states the proje tion of F(PCGDDLL ).

Theorem 1

F(SPCBL ) is the proje tion of F(PCGDDLL ) on the spa e of the

The previous result is more general than the result

onje tured in [12℄, when

independently in Pires PhD thesis [23℄ and in [21℄. In this parti ular
sets of inequalities, only the
Although, (11)

The following theorem,

xij variables.

B

is empty, and later proved

ase, of the previously referred four

lique inequalities are in luded in the proje tion.

ontains too many inequalities, we note that su h inequalities

nomial time. To see this, note that by using the assignment inequalities, these

an be separated in poly-

onstraints

an be rewritten

as

vki + 1 ≤ vkj + x(δ(S, V \ S))
These inequalities

1, k

value of the

3

i, j, k ∈ {2, . . . , n},

(19)

and for all

S ∈ V \ {1, k}, i, j ∈ S.

an then be separated in polynomial time by

omputing a minimum

ombinations of the three nodes i, j and
j
i
ut is greater or equal to the value of the expression vk − vk + 1.

from nodes

i

for all

and

j

for all possible

k

and

ut separating nodes
he king whether the

Strengthening the formulation

In this se tion, we will present several

lasses of valid inequalities to strengthen the linear programming

relaxation of the formulation PCGGDL. The

k-

y le inequalities and lifted

presented before. As far as we know, the remainder of the material is new.

4

3-

y le inequalities have been

3.1

Inequalities from the Linear Ordering problem

j
Following an observation by Let hford [18℄, if we repla e (1) by an obje tive fun tion on the vi variables alone
(that is, we are swit hing the role of the two sets of variables in these formulations, the original variables

with the extra variables) we would obtain valid formulations for a pre eden e

onstrained version of the

so- alled linear ordering (LO) problem [13℄. The polytope asso iated to the latter problem is des ribed by
the

2-

3-

y le and

on the

v

y le inequalities, that will be presented later on, together with the integrality

variables. In fa t, any tour gives an ordering of the nodes in the set

V \ {1}.

onstraints

Thus, it would make

sense to use these two set of inequalities from the linear ordering problem in order to improve the linear
programming relaxation of the PCGDDL model.

3.1.1

2-Cy le Equations

The rst

lass of

onstraints is quite intuitive. Constraints (12) and (13) show that the equation

vij + vji = 1
is valid whenever
pair of nodes

i

(i, j) or (j, i)
j , as in the

and

our

However, it is not di ult to see that the equation is valid for any

tour either

vij
are valid. These

B.

is in

+

vji

i

j

is before

=1

or

j

is before

i.

Thus, the "2- y le"

onstraints

i, j ∈ V \ {1}, i 6= j,

for all

(20)

onstraints have already been used by Sarin et al. [24℄ in their extended formulations. As

omputational results will show, these equations are quite ee tive to improve the linear programming

relaxation of the previous formulation PCGDDL.
Note that, for two nodes

i

and

j,

either inequality (9) or inequality (10) be omes redundant under the

presen e of (20) and thus, one of them

an be removed (in the sequel, we assume that inequalities (10) are

removed).
Unfortunately, with respe t to formulations involving
the proje tion of the

onstraints (20), it is mu h more di ult to study

orresponding linear programming feasible set in the spa e of the

xij

variables. The

reason for this is that the dual problem arising in the Farka's lemma in the proof of Theorem 1, be omes
mu h more

ompli ated and loses the Network Flow stru ture that was so useful in the proof of Theorem 1

and also in the proofs of the results given in [11℄.
However, this does not mean that we

annot nd new inequalities in the

xij

variables that are implied

distin t nodes of V \ {1}
S1 and S2 be two distin t sets of V \ {1} with
Note that p is not in S1 and i
is not in S2 be ause S1 and S2 are disjoint. By adding the two inequalities (11), one obtained with S1 and
the nodes i, j and p, the other obtained with S2 and the nodes q , p, and j , we get
by the linear programming relaxation of the stronger model. Let i,

j , p and q
i, j ∈ S1 and, p, q ∈ S2 .

and let

be

4

vpi + vjq + x(E(S1 )) + x(E(S2 )) ≤ vpj + vjp + |S1 | + |S2 | − 2.
Now, by adding

onstraint (20) for the nodes

vpi

+

vjq

p

and

j,

we obtain the following

onstraint

+ x(E(S1 )) + x(E(S2 )) ≤ |S1 | + |S2 | − 1.

(21)

Following the reasoning given before for generating proje ted inequalities from
now

onsider two dierent ases. Suppose, rst, that both
q
i
In this ase, we have vj = vp = 1 and then

x(E(S1 )) + x(E(S2 )) ≤ |S1 | + |S2 | − 3

for all

j≺q

Suppose, now, that

j≺q

p≺i

onstraint (11), we

are pre eden e

onstraint and neither is

is a pre eden e onstraint and neither is j ≺ q nor q
vjq = 1. By repla ing this in (21) and adding xpi

x(E(S1 )) + x(E(S2 )) + xpi ≤ |S1 | + |S2 | − 2

p≺i

≺ j leads to the
≤ vpi we obtain

have

for all

(22)

nor

i≺p

(the

S1

and

ase where

variables is

(23)

S1 , S2 ∈ V \ {1}, i, j ∈ S1 , p, q ∈ S2 .

We have shown that the proje tion of the linear programming feasible set of PCGDDL with the

xij

S2 .
p≺i

same type of inequality). Thus, we

i, j, p, q ∈ {2, . . . , n}, (j, q) ∈ B,

and for all

straints (20) into the spa e of the

B.

S1 , S2 ∈ V \ {1}, i, j ∈ S1 , p, q ∈ S2 .

y le breaking inequalities (15) for two non-single node sets

is a pre eden e

an

onstraints of

i, j, p, q ∈ {2, . . . , n}, (j, q), (p, i) ∈ B,

and for all
These inequalities are pre eden e

and

on-

ontained in the linear programming relaxation of SPCB

with inequalities (22) and (23). One interesting topi

of resear h is to verify whether the previous in lusion

is stri t, or not.

5

3.1.2

k -Cy le Inequalities (k ≥ 3)

One other intuitive set of inequalities "borrowed" from the linear ordering problem is given by the "k - y le"
inequalities

vii12 + · · · + viik

k−1

+ viik1 ≤ k − 1

and for all integer
These inequalities prevent

{i1 , . . . , ik } ⊂ V \ {1}

for all sequen es of nodes

y les of pre eden e

(24)

k ∈ {3, . . . , n − 1}.
k.

onstraints of length

used in the previous subse tion, in order to obtain all the pre eden e

We

an generalize the reasoning

y le breaking inequalities (15) from

k- y le inequalities (24). Suppose that S1 , . . . , Sm are m disjoint subsets
V \ {1}, ea h one ontaining at least two nodes. Let i1 , . . . , i2m be 2m nodes of V \ {1} su h that
∈ Sj for j = 1, . . . , m. In the following, we assume that Sm+1 = S1 , i2m+1 = i1 and i2m+2 = i2 .
now the following GDDL inequalities (11), ea h one asso iated to a set Sj ,

the GDDL inequalities (11) and the
of nodes of

i2j−1 , i2j
Consider

i

i

2j+1
2j+2
vi2j
+ x(E(Sj+1 )) ≤ vi2j
+ |Sj+1 | − 1

If we add these

m

for

j = 1, . . . , m.

inequalities, we obtain the following inequality
j=m

X

j=m
i

X

2j+1
vi2j
+

j=1

j=m

x(E(Sj )) ≤

j=1

By adding to the previous inequality, the

X

j=m
i

2j+2
vi2j
+

j=1

m-

X

|Sj | − m.

j=1

y le inequality given by the sequen e

{i2 , i4 , . . . , i2m−2 , i2m },

we obtain the inequality
j=m

X

j=m
i

2j+1
vi2j
+

j=1

X

j=m

x(E(Sj )) ≤

j=1

X

|Sj | − 1.

(25)

j=1

that is a generalization of the inequality (21) mentioned in the previous subse tion.
Suppose, now, that we have the m pre eden e onstraints i2j ≺ i2j+1 for j = 1, . . . , m. It follows that
i2j+1
vi2j
= 1 for j = 1, . . . , m and we obtain the y le breaking inequality (15) asso iated to the sets S1 , . . . , Sm .
Note that our derivation does not " reate"
to a single node set.

y le breaking inequalities (15) where one of the sets is redu ed

However, as it has been shown in [4℄, these inequalities are redundant relatively to

other inequalities (15).
Note also that, as we have done in the previous se tion, we

(i2j , i2j+1 )

for

an

onsider that only some of the pairs

j = 1, . . . , m

dene pre eden e onstraints. For the remaining pairs, by using
j
inequalities (10), we repla e the orresponding vi variables by xij variables and obtain generalizations of
onstraints (23). However, we an show that the resulting inequality is dominated by an inequality (15)
of nodes

where we group together two

onse utive node sets not having a pre eden e

onstraint between nodes in

ea h of these two sets.
Our results will show that the
gap of PCGDDL as are the
well known that su h

2-

3-

y le

y le

onstraints are not as ee tive to

onstraints.

onstraints are implied by

We did not test

3-

k-

lose the linear programming

y le inequalities with

y le inequalities (see [13℄).

k ≥ 4

The more general

as it is

k-

inequalities were presented only for the reason to simplify our explanation on how to generate all the

y le
y le

breaking inequalities (15).
However, as we show in the next subse tion, we

3.1.3

an do better.

Lifted k -Cy le Inequalities (k ≥ 3)

kxij

In this subse tion we show that the

y le inequalities

left hand sides, some terms on the

variables.

an be strengthened by adding to the

As it has been suggested by Let hford [18℄, it is possible to lift the
following "lifted

3-

3-

orresponding

y le inequalities and obtain the

y le" inequalities

vij + vjk + vki + xji ≤ 2,

for

i, j, k = 2, . . . , n.

(26)

These inequalities have also been used by Sarin et al. [24℄.
Contrary to what happens with the unlifted inequalities, our results will show that these inequalities
are quite ee tive to

lose the gap of the linear programming relaxation of the PCGDDL formulation.

Unfortunately, separating all of these inequalities, although it
simple enumeration, is rather time

onsuming.

6

an be performed in polynomial time by

The question, now, is to know how we

k- y
′
lifted k -

an always obtain a lifted
subse tion but, using

an lift the

k-

y le inequalities for

k ≥ 4.

First, noti e that we

le inequality by using the same re ursive argument presented in the previous
′
′
y le instead of k - y le inequalities (k < k ). However, inequalities obtained

in this way are not interested as they are still redundant. Can we do better? Let us look at the

k = 4.

Let i,

j, k

and

l

be four distin t nodes of

V \ {1}

and

onsider the lifted

4-

ase with

y le inequality

vij + vjk + vkl + vli + xji + xkj + xki ≤ 3,
whi h is easily seen to be valid by examining a few
The question, now, is to know whether we

(27)

ases.

an still add an extra

x

term on the left hand side of (27)

and maintain the validity of the inequality. The following argument shows that it is not possible. In fa t,
if we

hoose any lifted

obtain a
lifted

4-

3-

4-

y le inequality (27) and add it to the one

y le inequalities (26) leading to a

nodes (following the lifted

x

3-

and

4-

y le, we

ombining two appropriate

lique inequality (7) for two nodes.) The form of the lifted

y le inequalities suggest the following generalization for

added

orresponding to the reversed

lique inequality (7) for three nodes. (A similar situation happens by

k=5

y le inequalities, we have

in order to obtain a

hosen

4

nodes in the

3

and

lique inequality on

5-

5

y le inequality and

variables asso iated to ar s linking all of them in the reversed order)
i
vij + vjk + vkl + vlm + vm
+ xji + xkj + xlk + xki + xlj + xli ≤ 4

i, j, k, l, m ∈ {2, . . . , n}.

xlj = xli = 0 (as it results from the ombination of
j , k, m, together with the lifted 3- y le inequality for nodes k, l, m
and the 2- y le equation for nodes k and m). However, it is not di ult to see that the inequality is not
valid with the two extra terms. In fa t, one interesting point of resear h is to nd k -lifted y le inequalities
′
′
for k > 4 that annot be obtained by ombining lifted k - y le inequalities with k < k .
We on lude this subse tion by observing that the existen e of lifted k - y le inequalities shows that the
pre eden e y le breaking inequalities (15) with more than 2 sets annot be fa et dening. Indeed, we an
use the pro ess des ribed in the previous subse tion (with the lifted k - y le inequalities instead of the k - y le
Again, one
the lifted

an easily see that the inequality is valid if

4-

y le inequality for nodes i,

inequalities) to obtain lifted pre eden e

y le breaking inequalities. In fa t, it will be interesting to study

3

sets (by using (26)) and

In this and the next subse tions we will present several exponential sized sets of new

ut-like and multi ut-like

the polyhedral properties of the lifted pre eden e
for

4

y le breaking inequalities for

sets (by using (27)).

3.2

Cut-like inequalities

inequalities relating the two sets of variables.

3.2.1

Simple Cut Inequalities

The rst set of inequalities is dire tly based on the "meaning" of the equality

vij = 1.

The equality means

i is before j , that is, i must be in the path from 1 to j in the tour. Then, we must have a path between
node 1 and node i in the graph G \ j , a path between node i and node j in the graph G \ 1 and a path
between node j and node 1 in the graph G \ i. Using the well-known fa t that there exists an (s, t)-path
in a dire ted graph if and only if there is at least one ar in ea h (s, t)- ut, we obtain the following valid
that

inequalities

vij ≤ x(δ(V \ (S ∪ {j}), S))

i, j = 2, . . . , n

and for all

S ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, 1, j 6∈ S, i ∈ S,

(28)

vij
vij

≤ x(δ(V \ (S ∪ {1}), S))

i, j = 2, . . . , n

and for all

S ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, 1, i 6∈ S, j ∈ S,

(29)

≤ x(δ(V \ (S ∪ {i}), S))

i, j = 2, . . . , n

and for all

S ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, i, j 6∈ S, 1 ∈ S.

(30)

All these inequalities

an be separated in polynomial time by

omputing a minimum

ut for ea h

ombi-

nation of two nodes i, j among V \ {1} and by he king that the value of this minimum ut is greater than
j
or equal to vi . If this is not the ase, we have found a violated inequality. Our results will indi ate that the
in lusion of su h inequalities in our model leads to substantial improvements on the lower bounding values.
One other advantage of in luding these inequalities is the substantial redu tion in the overall CPU times.
The reason for this is that with the
to be generated. This may

ut inequalities, many fewer violated GDDL inequalities (11) seems

ome from the fa t that by

ombining adequately one inequality (28) and one

inequality (29), we obtain an inequality that is slightly weaker than a GDDL inequality. It follows that we
may nd fewer violated GDDL inequalities and this
GDDL inequalities (whose

an redu e the number of

omplexity is greater than the

(28)-(30)).

7

alls of the routine separating

omplexity of the routine separating inequalities

Note that when

S = {i}

the rst inequality

an be written as
k=n
X

vij ≤

xki .

k=1, k6=j

By using the assignment
the rst set of
Note that

ut-like

onstraint (2) for node

i

we obtain the

onstraints alone generalizes

onstraint (9) for the nodes

onstraints (9) (and (10), by using (9) and the

2-

Thus,

reate inequalities (23). In ea h

an obtain more general inequalities by using (28)-(30) instead of (9) (or, by using

(28)-(30) together with the
Constraints (28)-(30)

3.2.2

j.

Examples of this appeared in the

proof of Theorem 1 to obtain inequalities (17) and (18) and later on, to
ases we

and

y le equations (20)), together with other

inequalities, have been used before to obtain "proje ted" inequalities.
of these three

i

onstraints (9).

2-

y le inequality (20) instead of (10)).

an be generalized in several ways. This is dis ussed in the following subse tions

Path-Cut Inequalities

To motivate the path- ut

onstraints,

onsider the following generi

onstraint

vij + vjk ≤ 1 + x(A)
where

A

is a set of ar s. We want to nd sets

A

leading to valid inequalities for the PCATS problem. Note,
vij = vjk = 1 (otherwise it is trivially valid). But in this
is before k in the tour and we an say that the solution must ontain

rst, that the inequality is of interest only when

i
(1, i)-

ase, we have that
an ar

in any

is before

j

and

ut in the graph

j
G \ {j, k}

(that is, two nodes

an be ex luded from the adequate

ut).

S ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, 1, j, k 6∈ S, i ∈ S.

(31)

This leads to the following valid inequalities

vij + vjk − 1 ≤ x(δ(V \ (S ∪ {j, k}), S))
By using the same

i, j, k = 2, . . . , n

and for all

ir ular reasoning that was used to derive inequalities (29) and (30), we

the following additional

3

an obtain

sets of inequalities

vij + vjk − 1 ≤ x(δ(V \ (S ∪ {k, 1}), S))

i, j, k = 2, . . . , n

and for all

S ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, 1, i, k 6∈ S, j ∈ S,

(32)

vij
vij

+

vjk

− 1 ≤ x(δ(V \ (S ∪ {1, i}), S))

i, j, k = 2, . . . , n

and for all

S ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, 1, i, j 6∈ S, k ∈ S,

(33)

+

vjk

− 1 ≤ x(δ(V \ (S ∪ {i, j}), S))

i, j, k = 2, . . . , n

and for all

S ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, i, j, k 6∈ S, 1 ∈ S.

(34)

We would like to point out that the previous inequalities do not
mation between the two nodes outside the

apture the pre eden e relation infor-

uts. We shall say more about this in Subse tion 3.3 where we

will present a more general set of multi- ut like inequalities.
As for inequalities (28)-(30), these inequalities

an be separated in polynomial time by enumerating all

ombinations of three nodes and performing for ea h one a minimum- ut algorithm in an adequate graph.
Clearly, enumerating all

ombinations of three nodes leads to a substantial in rease in CPU times. On the

other hand, our results will show that these inequalities further improve the lower bounds.
an be generalized for an arbitrary number of nodes. Let i1 , . . . , iq
q ≤ n − 2 nodes of {2, . . . , n}. Suppose that i0 = 1. Let r ∈ {0, . . . , q} and let S be any
(V \ {i0 , . . . , iq }) ∪ {ir } with ir ∈ S . Let S C = (V \ {i0 , . . . , iq }) ∪ {ir+1 } where ir+1 = i0 if r = q .

The reasoning used to obtain (31)-(34)
be a sequen e of
node set of

We then have the following valid inequality
i

q
vii12 + · · · + viq−1
− q + 2 ≤ x(δ(S, S C ))

i1 , . . . , iq ∈ {2, . . . , n}
for all

Note that if

q=2

(resp.

Note also that for any given
time by again

q = 3)

these inequalities

S ⊂ (V \ {i0 , . . . , iq }) ∪ {ir }

(35)
with ir

∈ S.

orespond to inequalities (28)-(30) (resp. (31)-(34)).

ombination of nodes, it is possible to separate inequalities (35) in polynomial

omputing a minimum- ut in an appropriate graph. Unfortunatly, these inequalities do not

seem to be separable in polynomial time when
whi h

and

onsist in enumerating ea h set of

q

q is not xed.

Even if

q is xed, the naive separation algorithm
q.

nodes is pra ti al only for small values of
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3.2.3

3-Cy le-Cut Inequalities

The good results that we obtained by using the lifted

3-

the lifted

y le inequalities by using

on ept of

3-

y le inequalities (26) suggest that we try to generalize

uts, des ribed in the previous two subse tions.

Following the motivation given for the path- ut inequalities (35), we want to obtain a general inequality
of the form

vij + vjk + vki ≤ 1 + x(A)
A

where

is a set of ar s. At rst sight, the three terms on the left hand side suggest that we may be able to

obtain an inequality that is stronger than the path- ut inequalities (35) for

q = 3.

However, this is not the

ase. First, note that the inequality is of interest only when the left hand side is equal to
is trivially true when the left hand side is equal to

3).

1,

The problem here, is that we do not know whi h

use that information when
and ends on the node

1.

are equal to

1,

hoosing an adequate set

then the nodes

i, j

and

k

and by the

3-

y le inequalities, it

v variable is going
A. However, if we

2

(the inequality

annot be equal to

to be equal to zero and we

must be in this relative order whenever two

It follows that we must have a path between

i

and

j

an not

ignore the fa t that the tour starts

in the graph

G \ k.

v

variables

We then have the

following valid inequalities

vij + vjk + vki − 1 ≤ x(δ(V \ (S ∪ {k}), S))
Using the

i, j, k = 2, . . . , n

S ⊆ V \ {k}, j ∈ S, i 6∈ S.

and for all

ir ular argument stating that there must exist a path between

and a path between

k

and

i

in the graph

G \ j,

j

and

k

in the graph

leads to the same set of inequalities.

(36)

G\i

Note that when

S = {j} in the inequality (36) and by using adequatly the assignment equality (2), we obtain the lifted
3- y le inequalities (26). These inequalities an also be separated in polynomial time by enumeration. The
omplexity of separating is the same as the one of separating the path- ut inequality (35) when q = 3.
However, in pra ti e, the separation of the 3- y le- ut inequality is more time onsuming. This is due to
the fa t that when we separate path- ut and 3- y le- ut inequalities, the omputation of a minimum ut
is performed only if the left hand side is positive. As the left hand side of the 3- y le- ut inequalities
ontains more terms, it has more

han es to be positive and then a larger number of minimum- ut

are performed when separating the

3-

y le- ut inequalities.

indi ate that separating the more general inequalities leads only to small improvements when
what we

3.3

ould a hieve by using the lifted

3-

ompared with

y le inequalities alone.

Multi ut inequalities

In this subse tion, we des ribe inequalities generalizing

onstraints of the previous subse tion but involving

i and j be two distin t nodes of {2, . . . , n} and let (V0 , V1 , V2 )
i ∈ V1 and j ∈ V2 . We have the following "multi- ut" inequality

more than two sets of nodes. Let
partition of

V

su h that

1 ∈ V0 ,

vij + 1 ≤ x(δ(V0 , V1 ∪ V2 )) + x(δ(V1 , V2 )).
Before showing its validity, we note that they generalize the three
when

alls

Anyway, a few experiments performed by us

V0

(37)

ut-like inequalities (28)-(30). In fa t,

V1 , V2 )

is redu ed to a single node set, then inequality (37) is nothing else but inequality
j
(29) (resp. (30), (28)). To see that the inequality (37) is valid, note rst that if vi = 0, then inequality (37)
j
is a weaker version of the ut inequalities (8) and thus, it is valid. If vi = 1, we must have two paths: one
going from node 1 to node i and the se ond from node i to node j . Ea h of these paths must use at least
one ar

(resp.

dene a

of

δ(V0 , V1 ∪ V2 ) ∪ δ(V1 , V2 ).

As the paths must be disjoint, the inequality is valid.

Unfortunately, it appears that su h inequalities
moment we use the three simpler spe ial

annot be separated in polynomial time and for the

ases (28)-(30) in our experiments.

q = 3. Let i, j, k be three
1 ∈ V0 , i ∈ V1 , j ∈ V2 and k ∈ V3 ,

The form of the previous inequalities suggest a stronger version of (35) for
distin t nodes of

{2, . . . , n}.

Consider a partition

V0 , V1 , V2 , V3

of

V

with

and the following inequality

vij + vjk + 1 ≤ x(δ(V0 , V1 ∪ V2 ∪ V3 )) + x(δ(V1 , V2 ∪ V3 )) + x(δ(V2 , V3 )).
vij
vij

(38)

vjk are equal to 0 as it is a
j
k
and vj is equal to one, say vi ,
weaker version of the ut inequalities (8). If only one of the variables
the inequality is a weaker form of the inequality (37) (the one for the partition V0 , V1 ∪ V2 , V3 and the two
j
k
nodes j and k ). Thus, this inequality is of interest only when vi = vj = 1. But in this ase, a solution must
ontain a path from node 1 to node i, a path from node i to node j and a path from node j to node k . As
First, we

an noti e that this inequality is trivially valid when both

these three paths have to be disjoint and ea h one uses at least one ar
valid.

9

and

of the multi ut, the inequality is

Constraint (38) generalizes
and by

onstraints (31)-(34). In fa t, if we take, for instan e,

ombining the inequality with the inequalities (2) for nodes

j

and

k,

V2 = {j} and V3 = {k},

we obtain the inequality

vij + vjk + xkj − 1 ≤ x(V0 , V1 )
that dominates the path- ut inequality (31). Indeed, the lifted term
that

k

may be before

xkj

aptures the missed information

j.

By redu ing adequate sets to single node sets, we

an also show that inequality (38) generalizes all

inequalities (32)-(34).
As it happens with the simpler multi- ut inequalities (37), it appears that the inequalities (38)

annot

be separated in polynomial time and for the moment, we use the weaker form (31)-(34) in our experiments.
We

on lude this se tion by noting that it is not obvious how to generalize inequalities (37) and (38) for

partitions of

V

with more than four sets as the straightforward generalization is not valid. As noted before, a

similar situation happens with a straigthforward generalization of the lifted

4

3-

y le and

4-

y le inequalities.

Systematizing ways of obtaining inequalities

Before presenting

omputational results, we will present a brief se tion where we systematize the dierent

ways we have used to obtain inequalities for this

lass of formulations. We will also show that these ways

suggest how to derive new inequalities for these formulations.

4.1

Lifting ATSP inequalities

Consider an inequality of the form

x(A) ≤ b,

where

A

is a set of ar s and

b

is a

onstant, whi h is valid for

the ATS problem. The idea is to look for valid inequalities for the ATS and PCATS problems by hanging
i
j
them into vp +x(A) ≤ b+vp for adequate pairs (p, i) and (p, j). In fa t, the GDDL inequalities were obtained
in this way. We believe that this approa h

an be used to obtain valid inequalities for the PCATS problem
+
from other valid inequalities for the ATS problem. As one other example, we onsider the so- alled Dk and
−
Dk inequalities (see [15℄) whi h are known to be fa et dening for the ATS problem. Let i, j and k be three
+
distin t nodes of V \ {1} and onsider the following D3 inequality

xij + xjk + xki + 2xji ≤ 2.
If we take now a node

p

from

V \ {1, i, j, k},

we

an lift the pre edent inequality into the following inequality

vpi + xij + xjk + xki + 2xji ≤ 2 + vpj .
D3+ inequality is tight, if node p is before node i then it must
+
−
an be modied in a similar way provided
also be before node j in the tour. A more general Dk and Dk
+
−
that when the Dk or Dk inequality is tight, then the two nodes i and j are ne essarly linked by a path.
We note that su h inequalities were relevant for the best lower bounding s hemes for the ATS problem (see
+
−
[10℄) and, modied pre eden e onstrained versions of the Dk and Dk inequalities were also used in the
In fa t this inequality means that, when the

method des ribed in [3℄.

4.2

Lifting LO inequalities

Similarly to what has been suggested in i), we

x

an obtain inequalities in the

(x, v)

spa e by suitably adding

variables to valid inequalities for the LO polytope. Note that we did this before when lifting the

and

4-

y le inequalities.

3-

in a similar fashion. It is known that the so- alled simple Möbius ladder inequalities are, under

ertain

onditions, fa et dening [14℄ for the LO polytope and that these inequalties belong to a more general
of valid inequalities that

y le

We show next that more general Möbius ladder inequalities may also be lifted
lass

an be separated in polynomial time [6℄.

Consider the smallest Möbius ladder inequality [14℄

vuu12 + vuu23 + vuu34 + vuu41 + vuu45 + vuu56 + vuu63 + vuu61 + vuu25 ≤ 7.
where

u1 , . . . , u6

are six nodes dierent from node

(39)

1.

It is well known (see, for instan e, [6℄) that this inequality
inequalities and upper bounding inequalities on the

v

an be obtained by adding several

3-

y le

variables and by subsequently using integer rounding.

Here we show that by using a similar pro edure but using instead the lifted
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3-

y le inequalities, we

an obtain

a lifted (into the

4-

lifted

x

spa e) Möbius ladder inequality. To simplify our proof we use the following redundant

y le inequalities

vuu12 + vuu23 + vuu34 + vuu41 + xu2 u1 + xu4 u3 ≤ 3,
vuu34 + vuu45 + vuu56 + vuu63 + xu4 u3 + xu6 u5 ≤ 3,
vuu56 + vuu61 + vuu12 + vuu25 + xu6 u5 + xu2 u1 ≤ 3.
y le inequalities (26) and 2- y le
vij ≤ 1 for the pairs of
(u2 , u3 ), (u4 , u1 ), (u4 , u5 ), (u6 , u3 ), (u6 , u1 ), (u2 , u5 ); dividing the result by two; and rounding

It is easy to see that su h inequalities

an be obtained from the lifted

3-

equations (20). Now, by adding all of them together with upper bounding inequalities

(i, j) =

nodes

down the right-hand side of the obtained inequality, we obtain the following lifted Möbius ladder inequality

vuu12 + vuu23 + vuu34 + vuu41 + vuu45 + vuu56 + vuu63 + vuu61 + vuu25 + xu2 u1 + xu4 u3 + xu6 u5 ≤ 7.
In fa t, we

(40)

an also lift the original Möbius ladder inequality in a dierent way by using the lifted

4-

y le

inequalities

vuu12 + vuu23 + vuu34 + vuu41 + xu3 u2 + xu1 u4 ≤ 3,
vuu34 + vuu45 + vuu56 + vuu63 + xu5 u4 + xu3 u6 ≤ 3,
vuu56 + vuu61 + vuu12 + vuu25 + xu1 u6 + xu5 u2 ≤ 3.
vij + xji ≤ 1 for the pairs of nodes (i, j) = (u2 , u3 ),
dividing by two and rounding down the right-hand side, will

Adding these inequalities together with the inequalities

(u4 , u1 ), (u4 , u5 ), (u6 , u3 ), (u6 , u1 ), (u2 , u5 );
give the lifted Möbius ladder inequaity

vuu12 + vuu23 + vuu34 + vuu41 + vuu45 + vuu56 + vuu63 + vuu61 + vuu25 + xu3 u2 + xu1 u4 + xu5 u4 + xu3 u6 + xu1 u6 + xu5 u2 ≤ 7.
The main question is to

(x, v)

he k whether more general Möbius ladder inequalities

(41)

ould also be lifted into

spa e in a similar way. In fa t, it is not di ult to see that the two pro edures mentioned above

be used to lift any Möbius ladder inequality that is obtained by
ase dis ussed above has

k = 3).

4.3

k

of

We also think that the se ond pro edure des ribed above

lift any Möbius ladder inequality by adding the
only one

ombining an odd number

xij

variable asso iated to every ar

(j, i)

4-

an

y les (The

an be used to
that appears in

y le of the original Möbius ladder inequality.

Pure (x, v) inequalities (with the v variables following a pattern)

These inequalities are represented by the simple, path and

y le

ut inequalities des ribed in Se tion 3.2.

As suggested by Fis hetti [9℄, a dierent lass is obtained by onsidering two disjoint sets of nodes A and B
i
and by onsidering vp variables with p taken from A and i taken from B . Let r be a positive integer and
(i1 , j1 ), . . . , (ir , jr ) be r ouple of nodes of {2, . . . , n}2 su h that a node iq does not appear in {j1 , . . . , jr }

jq does not appear in {i1 , . . . , ir }. Note that a same node
{j1 , . . . , jr }. Then, the following inequalities are valid

and a node
or in

r
X

j

viqq − r + 1 ≤ x(δ(V \ (S ∪ {j1 , . . . , jr }), S))

for all

an appear several times in

{i1 , . . . , ir }

S ⊂ {2, . . . , n} \ {j1 , . . . , jr }, {i1 , . . . , ir } ⊆ S,

q=1

(42)
r
X

j

viqq − r + 1 ≤ x(δ(S, V \ (S ∪ {i1 , . . . , ir })))

for all

S ⊂ {2, . . . , n} \ {i1 , . . . , ir }, {j1 , . . . , jr } ⊆ S.

q=1

(43)
The interest of these inequalities is that by proje ting out the
su

v

variables, we obtain the prede essor- and

essor-inequalities introdu ed in [4℄.

4.4

Proje ting from a MCF formulation

It is well known that so- alled multi ommodity ow formulations, usually, provide tight linear programming
lower bounds for several lasses of network design problems. Following [12℄, we ould adapt the multi omodity
ow formulation for the ATSP (see, for instan e, [7℄) by in luding the following linking

onstraints

j=n

X

fkij = vki

i, k = 2, . . . , n.

j=1

We have solved the linear programming relaxation of su h a formulation.
named ESC25, the gap is equal to

3.14%

For example, on the instan e

whi h is worst than our best result. On the other hand, for the
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Name

V

P

A

B

C

D

E

F

As h

Gap

CPU

Gap

CPU

Gap

CPU

Gap

CPU

Gap

CPU

Gap

CPU

ESC07

9

6

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

ESC11

13

3

1.30

0

1.28

0

0.84

0

0.84

0

0.73

1

0.65

1

0.00

ESC12

14

7

0.36

1

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

ESC25

27

9

6.51

26

5.55

24

2.56

28

2.40

23

1.76

120

1.92

24

2.32

ESC47

49

10

4.10

650

4.10

646

4.08

1011

4.08

719

3.46

3642

3.42

752

3.18

p43.1
p43.2∗

44

9

0.04

11512

0.01

1741

0.01

2209

0.01

779

0.01

1909

0.01

7374

0.27

44

20

0.62

53761

0.39

8140

0.60

22258

0.39

7016

0.35

16160

0.29

13567

1.30

p43.3∗
p43.4∗

44

37

1.43

22620

0.77

5096

1.43

3461

0.77

3786

0.72

8943

0.67

4579

2.34

44

58

16.51

743

16.42

578

16.46

448

16.42

344

16.41

1742

0.16

440

32.67

ry48p.1
∗
ry48p.2
ry48p.3∗

49

11

7.98

1500

3.40

1755

6.64

1179

3.03

1586

2.95

3835

3.00

2670

5.29

49

23

11.84

1840

7.03

1761

10.52

544

5.85

1643

5.76

3833

5.72

3478

9.29

49

42

14.84

1095

13.19

1029

14.02

898

12.80

1061

12.41

3719

10.94

2013

13.30

∗
ry48p.4

49

58

18.84

899

18.50

765

18.84

709

18.50

611

17.59

2351

12.87

720

13.61

ft53.1
ft53.2∗

54

12

5.87

3281

3.46

3888

3.66

2373

2.76

2214

2.66

6991

2.29

9699

4.58

54

25

10.20

3284

7.02

3764

7.56

1876

6.84

1851

6.66

5878

5.89

10780

7.88

ft53.3∗
ft53.4∗

54

48

16.82

1953

14.58

1975

16.49

1180

14.48

1221

13.50

4253

9.94

3293

11.18

54

63

7.76

1473

7.52

1221

7.54

936

7.31

994

5.58

4181

3.26

836

3.84

Table 1: Results for the PCATS instan es

instan e ESC47, the gap is around

2.77%

and thus better than our best results.

These results indi ate

that it would be worth to study the proje tion of the linear programming feasible set of su h a formulation
on the

(x, v)

spa e as the proje ted inequalities might help us to strengthen our

We note that some preliminar results on this have already been given in [12℄.

utting plane methods.

The inequalities given in

[12℄ (and shown to be implied by the multi ommodity ow formulation) are spe ial
inequalities (38) (the "proje ted" inequalities

ases of the multi ut

orrespond to the multi ut inequalities when

redu ed to single node set). We have in orporated these spe ial

ases in our

V1

and

V3

are

utting planes, but apparently,

no signi ant improvement has been noted. The results given by the linear programming relaxation of the
multi ommodity ow model suggest that other "proje ted" inequalities should be of interest.

5

Computational Results

In order to give an idea of the strength of the formulations and inequalities given in this paper, in this se tion
we present a set of

omputational results on instan es of the PCATS problem taken from the TSPLIB. In

Table 1, the dierent entries
Name:

orrespond to

Name of the instan e,

V:

Number of nodes of the instan e,

P:

Number of pre eden e

A:

results given by PCGDDLL ,
results given by PCGDDLL with

B:
C:

onstraints,

2-

y le equations (20),

results given by PCGDDLL with simple

D:

results given by PCGDDLL with
results given by PCGDDLL with

E:
F:

222-

ut inequalities (28)-(30),

y le and simple

ut inequalities,

y le, simple

ut and path- ut inequalities (35) with

y le, simple

ut and lifted

3-

Gap:

results given by PCGDDLL with
gap of the onsidered formulation,

CPU:

CPU time in se onds needed to solve the

As h:

gap of the root node lower bound obtained by As heuer et al. [3℄.

We use the formula

100 × (gub − lbroot )/gub to

orresponding formulation,

ompute the gap. In this formula,

bound given by the linear programming relaxation of the

q = 3,

y le inequalities (26),

lbroot denotes the lower
gub denotes either the

onsidered formulation and

optimal solution or the best upper bound given by [3℄. Instan es indi ated with an asterisk are instan es for
whi h the optimum is not known and the best upper bound value is used to
First, we note that these

omputational results

ompute the gap.

onrm the dierent remarks made in the previous se tion

about the pra ti al e ien y of our dierent formulations and inequalities. In parti ular, we
adding the

2-

y le

onstraints permit us to redu e signi antly the

the lower bounds. We

an see that

omputational time as well as to improve

an also remark that the addition of the simple

ut inequalities either redu es the

omputational time eort or/and improves the lower bound values. However, the in lusion of the

2-path

inequalities seems more dubious as although they improve the lower bound values, the substantial in rease

12

of the

omputational times seems not to justify their use.

Our best formulation, with a good ratio between quality and CPU time, seems to be PCGDDL where we

2-

add the

and lifted

3-

y le inequalities as well as the simple

orresponding results are given by the

ut inequalities. With this formulation, the

olumn F of Table 1, we are able, for most of the instan es, to improve

the lower bound obtained by As heuer et al. [3℄ at the root node of their Bran h-and-Cut algorithm. In
fa t, for some instan es, we even obtain a better lower bound that their global lower bound (that is the best
lower bound they obtained after performing their Bran h-and-Cut algorithm). In parti ular, we remark on
the improvement done for the instan e p43.4 where the gap is redu ed from about
be explained by the fa t that our formulation

inequalities (15) while the Bran h-and-Cut algorithm in [3℄ uses a heuristi
of the pre eden e

32%

to

0.16%.

ontains a lifted version of all the pre eden e

This may

y le breaking

to separate the original version

y le breaking inequalities (15).

Finally, we have tried, for some instan es, to extend the

utting plane algorithm developed into a Bran h-

and-Cut algorithm. We were able to obtain the optimal solution for the instan e p43.4 (with a value of
in

15282

se onds after exploring

289

83005

nodes) that, as far as we know, has not yet been solved to optimality.

Unfortunately, we have not been able, yet, to solve the two remaining p43 instan es as the Bran h-and-Cut
algorithm is still too time

onsuming. We have to improve its implementation by

algorithms of some inequalities with perhaps heuristi

6

ombining exa t separation

routines.

Con lusion

In this paper, we have studied formulations for the PCATS problem using binary pre eden e relation variables
(besides the binary ar
sets of

ut-like

in lusion variables). The emphasis of this paper was on the use of exponential sized

onstraints together with the

orresponding polynomial separating routines.

On the other hand, our results have shown that the proposed methods produ e lower bounds that
dominate the best lower bounds known so far. With the new models we have been able to solve to optimality,
one instan e that has not been solved before.
Our results also indi ate that it may be worth looking to new inequalities (see, for instan e, Se tion
as in some

7

4)

ases, our lower bounds still need to be improved.

Appendix (Proof of Theorem 1)

To prove Theorem 1, we need the following lemma whose proof is given in [23℄

Lemma 1

x̄ ∈ IRm satisfying inequalities (7). Let mij = min{|S|−1−x(E(S))|S ⊂ {2, . . . , n}, i, j ∈ S}
for i, j = 2, . . . , n with i 6= j . Then for all sequen e of nodes {i1 , i2 , . . . , it } of {2, . . . , n} with t ≥ 3 we have
Let

mi1 it ≤

r=t−1
X

mir ir+1 .

r=1

We will show that the polyhedron Px dened by (14), (7), (16)-(18) and (5) is the proje tion on the

x

spa e of the polyhedron P given by (9), (10), (11), (12), (13) and

xij ≥ 0

for all

First note that by (9), (10) and (5) we have that
we

i, j ∈ V \ {1}.

0 ≤ vij ≤ 1

for all

(44)

i, j ∈ {2, . . . , n}.

It follows that, in P,

an repla e equalities (12) and (13) by the inequalities

vij ≥ 1

for all

(i, j) ∈ B,

(45)

vji

for all

(i, j) ∈ B,

(46)

≤0

and maintain the same set of solutions.
We have shown before that the proje tion of P is in luded in Px . To show the reverse in lusion, it is su ient
to show that for ea h solution

x̄

of Px , there exists a value assignment

v̄

to the variables

v

su h that

is a solution of P.
For all

i, j, k ∈ {2, . . . , n},

let

Sijk ⊂ V \ {1, k}

be the set of nodes with

|Sijk | − 1 − x̄(E(Sijk )) = min{|S| − x̄(E(S)),

13

for all

i, j ∈ Sijk

and su h that

S ⊂ V \ {1, k}, i, j ∈ S}.

(x̄, v̄)

Note that we

an assume that

Sijk = Sjik .

It follows that a solution

−vij ≤ −x̄ij
vji
vki −vkj
−vij
vji

(x̄, v̄)

satisfying the system

for all

i, j ∈ {2, . . . , n}, i 6= j,

(47)

≤ 1 − x̄ij

for all

i, j ∈ {2, . . . , n}, i 6= j,

(48)

≤ |Sijk | − 1 − x̄(E(Sijk ))

for all

i, j, k ∈ {2, . . . , n}, i 6= j 6= k,

(49)

≤ −1

for all

(i, j) ∈ B,

(50)

≤0

for all

(i, j) ∈ B.

(51)

will also belong to P. By Farka's lemma, this system has a solution if and only if we have
i=n j=n
X
X

k=n
X

(|Sijk | − 1 − x̄(E(Sijk )))fijk +

i=n j=n
X
X

(1 − x̄ij )fijj −

X

x̄ij fiji −

i=2 j=2, j6=i

i=2 j=2, j6=i

i=2 j=2, j6=i k=2, k6=i,j

i=n j=n
X
X

αij ≥ 0

(i,j)∈B

(52)
for all the solutions of the system
j=n

X

j=n

X

fijk −

fjik = 0

for all

k, i ∈ {2, . . . , n}, k 6= i, (k, i), (i, k) 6∈ B,

(53)

fjik − αki = 0

for all

k, i ∈ {2, . . . , n}, k 6= i, (k, i) ∈ B,

(54)

fjik + βik = 0

for all

k, i ∈ {2, . . . , n}, k 6= i, (i, k) ∈ B,

(55)

fijk ≥ 0

for all

i, j, k ∈ {2, . . . , n}, i 6= j 6= k,

(56)

αki ≥ 0

for all

(k, i) ∈ B,

(57)

βik ≥ 0

for all

(k, i) ∈ B,

(58)

j=2, j6=i

j=2, j6=i

j=n

X

j=n

X

fijk −

j=2, j6=i

j=2, j6=i

j=n

X

j=n

X

fijk −

j=2, j6=i

j=2, j6=i

(59)
where variables

fiji , fijj , fijk , αij

and

βij

are the dual variables asso iated respe tivly to inequalities (47)-

(51).
Note that we

an de ompose the system given by (53)-(57) for ea h value of

k.

represent inequalities (53)-(57) restri ted to the same value of

k ∈ {2, . . . , n}. Let (53k)-(57k)
k ∈ {2, . . . , n}, the system

Then, for a given

(53k )-(57k ) denes a network ow system where inequalities (53k )-(55k ) are ow balan e inequalities. Note
that the ow balan e

onstraint for node

k

an be obtained by summing all the inequalities (53k )-(55k ).

This will give the inequality
j=n

X
j=2, j6=k

Note that this time,

j=n

fjkk −

X
j=2, j6=k

will be a sink node if

βik −

X

k.

αki = 0.

(k,i)∈B

(i,k)∈B

ontrary to inequalities (53k )-(55k ), the inequality

in oming ow and the outgoing ow at node
system where a node

X

fkjk +

onsider the dieren e between the

Then, a solution of the system (53k )-(55k ) des ribes a ow

i su h that (k, i) ∈ B will be a sour e node if αki > 0,
βik > 0. Moreover, node k will be a sour e node if
X
X
αki
βik >

and a node

i su

h that

(i, k) ∈ B

(k,i)∈B

(i,k)∈B

and a sink node if

X

paths

P

an be de omposed into elementary

ir uits

C

of ow with value

between a sour e and a sink node of ow with value

in (52) of ea h

ir uit or path starting with node

k

fP .

fC

and/or into elementary

We will now show that the

is positive, and the

ontribution

ontribution of ea h path starting

k is at least fP . As the summation of the ows on paths starting on a node
k is equal to the summation of the αki for all i su h that (k, i) ∈ B , we will have that, for
k = 2, . . . , n, the ow given by (53k)-(55k) will have a non-negative ontribution in (52) and the proof

with a node dierent from
dierent from
ea h

αki .

(k,i)∈B

(i,k)∈B

Su h a ow

X

βik <

will be

omplete.
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k belongs to the
(1− x̄ik − x̄ki )fC
whi h is non-negative by (7) for the set S = {i, k}. If k does not belong to the ir uit, then let i and j
be the two nodes of the ir uit. Its ontribution in (52) is thus 2fC (|Sijk | − 1 − x̄(E(Sijk ))) whi h is also
non-negative by inequalities (7) for the set Sijk .
Thus,

onsider rst the

ir uit (and let

ontribution of a

i be the se

Suppose now that the
not the

t ≥ 2.

ir uit

In this

ir uit

k.

and suppose that the y le is of length

ontribution of this

Suppose rst that the

C

ontribution of

(

C

2.

If

ir uit in (52) is equal to

ontains at least three nodes. As before, we have the two

ontains the node
ase the

ir uit

ond node), then the

ir uit is of the form

ases whether or

C = (k, i1 , i2 , . . . , it , k)

with

in (52) is

r=t−1
X

(|Sir ir+1 k | − 1 − x̄(E(Sir ir+1 k ))) + 1 − xit k − xki1 )fC .

r=1

By Lemma 1, this is greater than or equal to

(|Si1 it k | − x̄(E(Si1 it k )) − xit k − xki1 )fC .
As

k

does not belong to

Si1 it k

this last expression is greater than or equal to

(|Si1 it k ∪ {k}| − 1 − x̄(E(Si1 it k ∪ {k})))fC
whi h is itself non-negative.
Now,
Its

onsider the

ase when the

ir uit does not

ontain node

k,

and let

C = (i1 , i2 , . . . , it , i1 )

with

t ≥ 3.

ontribution in (52) is given by

(

r=t
X
(|Sir ir+1 k | − 1 − x̄(E(Sir ir+1 k ))))fC
r=1

with it+1

= i1 .

We will now

By inequalities (7), it is non-negative.

onsider the

ontribution of a path

of the form

(k, i1 , . . . , it ), t ≥ 1.

t = 1,

ontribution in (52) of

the

and the

P

is

−x̄ki1 .

ontribution is non-negative. Now, if

(

P.

Suppose rst that the path starts at node

It follows that it is a sink node and then

(it , k) is a pre

(i1 , k) is a pre eden e onstraint,
t ≥ 2, then the ontribution is

As

k,

eden e

that is,

P

is

onstraint. If

by (14), we have

x̄ki1 = 0

r=t−1
X

(|Sir ir+1 k | − 1 − x̄(E(Sir ir+1 k ))) − x̄ki1 )fP .

r=1

By Lemma 1, this expression is greater than or equal to

((|Si1 it k | − 1 − x̄(E(Si1 it k ))) − x̄ki1 )fP .
By inequality (18) for the nodes i1 , it ,
is non-negative and so is the
Next, we will show that the

k,

the pre eden e

ontribution of the path

ontribution in (52) of the other paths

P = (i1 , . . . , it ) not ontaining the
it ≺ k. The ontribution of P in (52) is

Consider a path

k ≺ i1

and

onstraint

(

(it , k)

and the set

Si1 it k ,

this expression

P.

node

k.

P

is at least

fP .

Then We have the two pre eden e

onstraints

r=t−1
X

(|Sir ir+1 k | − 1 − x̄(E(Sir ir+1 k ))))fP .

r=1

By Lemma 1, the

P

ontribution of

is greater than or equal

(|Si1 it k | − 1 − x̄(E(Si1 it k ))))fP .
i1 , it , k, the set Si1 it k and the two pre eden e onstraint k ≺ i1
x̄(E(Si1 it k )) ≤ |Si1 it k | − 2 and thus the ontribution of P in (52) is at least fP .
Now, onsider a path P whose last node is k , that is P = (i1 , . . . , it , k) and then we have the pre eden e
onstraint k ≺ i1 . If t = 1, the ontribution of P will be 1 − x̄i1 k . As x̄i1 k = 0 by inequality (14), the
ontribution of P is at least fP . If t ≥ 2, the ontribution of P will be

However, by inequality (16) for the nodes
and it

≺ k,

we have

(

r=t−1
X

(|Sir ir+1 k | − 1 − x̄(E(Sir ir+1 k ))) + 1 − x̄it k )fP .

r=1
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By Lemma 1, this is greater than or equal to

(|Si1 it k | − 1 − x̄(E(Si1 it k )) + 1 − x̄it k )fP .
i1 , it , k,

By inequality (17) for the nodes

Sir ir+1 k

the set

and the pre eden e

onstraint

k ≺ i1 ,

we have

x̄(E(Si1 it k )) + x̄it k ≤ |Si1 it k | − 1
and thus, the
Finally,

k ≺ i1

ontribution of

P

fP .
(i1 , . . . , ip−1 , k, ip+1 , . . . , it ).

is at least equal to

onsider a path of the form

and it

≺ k.

In fa t, the

We then have the two pre eden e

ontribution of su h a path is nothing but the addition of the

(i1 , . . . , ip−1 , k) and (k, ip+1 , . . . , it ). As we
fP while the se ond has a non-negative
at least fP in (52).

onstraint

ontribution of

the two subpath given by

have shown above, the rst subpath

has a

ontribution. It follows that the path

P

ontribution of at least

has a

This

ontribution of

omplete the proof of the theorem.
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